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ABSTRACT Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)-based near field (NF) antenna measurement techniques
have experienced significant development in recent years thanks to advantages like the capability of in-
situ antenna testing under operational conditions. Different approaches have been proposed to tackle the
associated challenges: tethered UAVs, capable of direct acquisition of complex NF measurements; indirect
acquisition of the phase of the NF using an additional antenna; and iterative retrieval of the phase from
the measurement of the NF amplitude at two different surfaces. While the latter is the simplest method
in terms of hardware complexity, it is affected by the limitations of iterative phase retrieval methods,
like stagnation due to the local minima of the cost function. This contribution explores the possibility of
improving the convergence of these iterative phase retrieval methods by reducing the number of unknowns
involved in the minimization problem. For this goal, the use of meshless basis functions to characterize the
Antenna Under Test (AUT) is proposed. In particular, Fourier expansion and wavelets will be analyzed. An
offset reflector antenna, measured at a spherical range in anechoic chamber as well as with a UAV-based
antenna measurement system, will be considered for validation purposes.

INDEX TERMS Antenna measurement, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, antenna diagnostics, near field to far
field (NF-FF), amplitude-only measurements, near field (NF) measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANTENNA measurement using Unmanned Aerial Ve-
hicles (UAVs) has become a topic of growing interest

due to the potential applications for in-situ assessment of the
antenna performance under operational conditions and/or the
capability to measure physically large antennas that cannot
be fit into an anechoic chamber [1]–[4]. While first UAV-

based systems for antenna measurements were conceived to
operate in the far field (FF) region of the Antenna Under Test
(AUT) [5]–[7], improvements in positioning and georeferring
accuracy and UAV capabilities have enabled the introduction
of these systems for near field (NF) measurements. This is
of special interest in the case of electrically large antennas,
where the FF distance would make impractical the direct
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acquisition of the three-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern.
A proof-of-concept for UAV-based NF antenna measurement
was presented in [8], using a tethered UAV and a laser-based
guidance system.

From the review of the state-of-the-art, UAV-based NF
antenna measurements can be classified into the following
strategies:

• Measurement of the amplitude of the NF radiated
by the AUT on two or more measurement surfaces
around the AUT [9]–[12]. This approach, also known
as scalar measurements in the related literature, relies
on recovering the phase of the measured NF employing
iterative phase retrieval methods. Then, from the mea-
sured amplitude and the recovered phase of the NF,
antenna diagnostics and/or NF-FF transformation can
be conducted.
Advantages: hardware simplicity, as only a power de-
tector onboard the UAV is required.
Drawbacks: iterative phase retrieval techniques can be
inaccurate (e.g. risk of stagnation in a local minimum).
It might require the UAV to fly at those different
measurement surfaces, increasing acquisition time.

• Use of a reference antenna placed in the vicinity of
the AUT to create a controlled interference, usually
referenced to as hologram, so that the phase of the NF
can be retrieved through simple processing [13]–[15].
Advantages: the recovered phase can be more accurate
than iterative phase retrieval methods as it does not
suffer from stagnation.
Drawbacks: more complex in terms of hardware, as
an additional antenna is required. The AUT and the
additional antenna have to be connected to the same
source/receiver.

• Direct amplitude and phase measurements, also referred
to as vector measurements [16]–[18].
Advantages: very accurate.
Drawbacks: quite complex in terms of hardware and
implementation. Tethered UAV: the UAV and the VNA
are connected through an optical fiber cable. Requires
very accurate positioning and geo-referring (better than
λ/10). The AUT has to be connected to a VNA con-
cerning phase locking with the probe onboard the UAV.

UAV-based NF antenna measurement systems have to
deal with non-uniform acquisition domains. Even though the
planned flight path of the UAV could follow a canonical
grid (planar, cylindrical, spherical), in practice, there is an
offset between the theoretical flight path and the actual one,
caused by wind gusts or vibrations of the UAV motors. Thus,
processing techniques capable of dealing with non-uniform
grids are required. For this purpose, equivalent current-
based techniques have been considered for measurements
processing. For example, the post-processing conducted in
[16]–[18] is based on the fast irregular antenna field transfor-
mation algorithm (FIAFTA) [19]. A sources reconstruction

method is considered in [9]–[12] (without imposing Love’s
condition of internal zero field, [20]) and in [13]–[15] (using
Love’s condition, [21]) for antenna diagnostics and NF-FF
transformation.

A summary of the state-of-the-art of the aforementioned
UAV-based NF antenna measurement systems is presented
in Table 1.

A. AIM AND SCOPE OF THIS CONTRIBUTION
This contribution focuses on the first kind of techniques for
UAV-based NF measurements, which is the simplest in terms
of hardware, but at the expense of a potential worsening of
the accuracy. As mentioned before, the main issue with the
iterative phase retrieval technique is the risk of stagnation in
local minima. In general, the performance of these iterative
methods decreases with the electrical size of the problem
(number of measurements and number of unknowns). Re-
cently, it has been proposed the expansion of the equivalent
currents using spherical harmonics as an efficient meshless
characterization of the currents on the surface enclosing the
AUT [23], [24]. The use of meshless basis functions allows
working with electrically large antennas while keeping an
affordable size of the inverse problem to be solved.

To improve the convergence of the iterative phase retrieval
techniques for UAV-based antenna measurements considered
in previous contributions [9]–[12], [25], here it is proposed
the use of basis functions to reduce the number of unknowns
and, consequently, the size of the phaseless retrieval problem.

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows: Section
II revises the phaseless Sources Reconstruction Method
(SRM) for amplitude-only field measurements, including the
expansion of the equivalent currents using basis functions.
Validation with measurements at a spherical range in ane-
choic chamber is described in Section III, comparing the
results obtained without and with basis functions. Results
using UAV-based NF measurements of a reflector antenna
are presented in Section IV. Finally, Conclusions are drawn
in Section V.

II. THE PHASELESS SOURCES RECONSTRUCTION
METHOD
A. OVERVIEW OF THE PHASELESS SOURCES
RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
The phaseless SRM is an iterative, equivalent currents-based
technique that recovers an equivalent electromagnetic model
of the AUT from the knowledge of the amplitude of the field
radiated by the AUT on two or more surfaces [26]. The
underlying idea is the same as those techniques based on
the characterization of the AUT using planar modes [27] or
spherical modes [28]–[30], with the additional advantage that
equivalent current-based methods can work with arbitrary-
geometry acquisition and reconstruction domains.

The phaseless SRM for UAV-based NF measurements
developed in previous contributions [9]–[12] is a two-stage
method, as shown in Fig. 1 flowchart. The first step aims at
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TABLE 1. Summary of UAV-based systems capable of NF antenna mea-

surement

Reference
and year

Brief description of the system Antenna(s) used in
the validation, and
frequency

[9]
2017

Amplitude-only measurements.
Monopole antenna probe, two
cylindrical measurement surfaces .

2-element array of horn
antennas. 2950 MHz and
4650 MHz.

[10]
2018

Amplitude-only measurements.
Monopole antenna probe, two semi-
cylindrical measurement surfaces.

1800-2300 MHz Base
transceiver station
(BTS) antenna, working
at 2350 MHz. Nominal
operation and with
partial blockage.

[11]
2019

Amplitude-only measurements.
Monopole antenna probe, two
surfaces (tested for planar,
cylindrical, and semi-cylindrical).
Two polarizations.

2-element array of horn
antennas, 4650 MHz. 2-
element array of helix
antennas, 4650 MHz.

[12]
2019

Amplitude-only measurements. Two
monopole probes onboard the UAV,
planar acquisition domain.

Offset reflector antenna.
4650 MHz.

[13]
2019

Phase retrieval by means of a ref-
erence antenna placed close to the
AUT. Planar domain, one flight per
polarization.

Central element of the
Pre Aperture Array
Verification System
(16 dual-polarized log-
periodic elements). 175
MHz.

[16]
2022

Amplitude and phase measurements.
Tethered (optical fiber), dual-
polarized probe, semi-cylindrical
acquisition domain. Optical tracking
for accurate positioning.

Horn antenna, 1800
MHz and 2700 MHz.

[17]
2022

Amplitude and phase measurements.
Tethered (optical fiber), dual-
polarized probe, planar acquisition
domain. Laser tracking for accurate
positioning.

15-m reflector antenna at
2063 MHz.

[15]
2022

Phase retrieval by means of a ref-
erence antenna placed close to the
AUT. Planar domain, one flight per
polarization.

9.2 m size 16-element
array with digital beam-
forming capabilities (Pre
Aperture Array Verifica-
tion System). 175 MHz.

[22]
2023

Phase retrieval by means of four or
more reference antennas placed close
to the AUT. Spherical cap of 15 m,
zenith drone height of 3 m, scan ra-
dius of 8 m. Simulation-based results
only.

Simulated 28 × 20 array
antenna at 1 GHz.

[18]
2023

Amplitude and phase measurements,
including also a reference antenna.
Tethering between the reference an-
tenna and the UAV. Folded-dipole
probe, cylindrical sector, single po-
larization. RTK positioning.

Doppler VHF Omni-
directional range
(DVOR) antenna,
110 MHz.

retrieving the phase of the acquired field whereas the second
one aims at computing the currents from the field retrieved
in the previous step.

For this purpose, first, a nonlinear cost function, denoted
as CNL (where the subindex NL refers to its non linearity),
is minimized. This cost function relates the amplitude of
the measured NF at two different surfaces (|E1,2|), and
the amplitude of the NF radiated by an equivalent currents
distribution (|(Z1,2;F )(F )|), where (F ) denotes an equivalent
currents distribution and Z1,2;F is the matrix which relates
(F ) with its radiated NF at the two different surfaces (as
derived from the integral equations). Next, these currents are
used to estimate the phase of the NF on the measurement
surfaces (⟨Ẽ1,2⟩). In the second stage, the complex NF on
the acquisition surfaces (Ecomb

1,2 ) is generated by taking the
measured NF amplitude (|E1,2|) and the phase estimated in
the previous stage (⟨Ẽ1,2⟩). Thus, the amplitude estimated in
the previous step is discarded in favor of the one measured.
Then, from the complex NF, the SRM [20] is used to
reconstruct again an equivalent currents distribution (Meq)
that characterizes the AUT [31]. The estimated equivalent
current distribution (Meq) is used to calculate the radiation
pattern of the AUT.

This two-stage strategy enables the retrieval of the com-
plex equivalent currents from a linear cost function instead
of a nonlinear one. This linear cost function is denoted as
CL, where the subindex L is used to indicate its linear nature.

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) [32] was con-
sidered in previous contributions to minimize the nonlinear
cost function CNL of the first stage. In recent works [28],
[33] different algorithms to minimize this kind of nonlinear
cost function (e.g. Gerchberg-Saxton, Reweighted Amplitude
Flow, Wirtinger flow) have been assessed and compared.
Other works have proposed the use of regularization cost
functionals to improve the convergence [34]. In the results
presented in this contribution, the aforementioned algorithms
were tested for the minimization of the nonlinear cost func-
tion CNL, finding that LMA and the Reweighted Amplitude
Flow provide the best convergence.

B. MINIMIZATION OF THE NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT
CURRENTS
One of the main issues affecting the convergence of the
algorithms used to minimize the nonlinear cost function CNL
is the size of the problem, which is related to the number
of measurements and the number of equivalent currents
required to characterize the AUT.

Concerning the number of measurements, extensive stud-
ies about sampling methods have been described in the litera-
ture [35]–[38], being recently introduced for the optimization
of the flying path for UAV-based NF measurements [39].
Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that, in the case of
UAV-based NF measurements, the effectiveness of these
optimal sampling strategies would be conditioned by the
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Measured amplitude

Initial guess

Complex electric field:

Non-linear cost function minimization (argmin{𝐶NL})

𝐹ini = (𝑊)(𝑀eq,ini)

𝐶NL = |𝐸1,2|
2
− |(𝑍1,2;𝐹)(𝐹)|

2

2

2

(𝑍1,2;𝐹)(𝐹)=( ෪𝐸1,2 )exp(𝑗 ෪𝐸1,2 )

𝐹 = (𝑊)(𝑀eq)

Measured amplitude

Estimated phase

Linear cost function minimization (argmin{𝐶L})

(𝐸1,2
comb) = |𝐸1,2| exp(𝑗 ෪𝐸1,2 )

𝐶L = (𝐸1,2
comb) − (𝑍1,2;𝑀eq

)(𝑀eq)
2

2

(𝑀eq)

Equivalent currents expansion
 Fourier coefficients.
 Wavelets.

|𝐸1,2|

FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the phaseless SRM expanding the equivalent
magnetic currents (Meq) with different bases (F ). ∥ · ∥2 denotes the L2

norm (Euclidean norm).

error between the theoretical measurement path and the
actual one followed by the UAV.

The number of equivalent currents needed to characterize
the AUT is given by the size of the AUT. That is, the
equivalent currents are defined in a spatial domain that
corresponds to the surface enclosing the AUT, using pulse
or Rao-Wilton-Glisson basis functions in most cases.

One possibility to improve the ratio of independent mea-
surements to unknowns and, therefore, the convergence of
the phase retrieval method, is related to the use of a single
type of equivalent currents. For example, in the case of direc-
tive antennas, the application of the Second Electromagnetic
Equivalent Principle [31] allows the use of a single set of
equivalent currents (magnetic currents) defined on an infinite
plane on the AUT aperture plane, which can be truncated to
the size of the AUT aperture.

Another possibility is to define a different reconstruction
domain where the characterization of the equivalent currents
requires fewer basis functions than when the reconstruction
is conducted directly in the spatial domain. This idea has
been proposed in [23], [24] using spherical harmonics.
The calculation of the coefficients (F ) characterizing the
equivalent currents (Meq) in the transformed, meshless do-
main, is conducted through the following operation: (F ) =

(W )(Meq), where W is the operator relating both domains.
In [38], the authors make use of optimal sampling techniques
in both the planar acquisition domain and the reconstruction
domain, assuming the AUT to be enclosed by an oblate
spheroid. Simulation-based results presented in [38] prove
that the reduction of the number of unknowns effectively
improves the accuracy of the method.

At this point, it is important to remark that planar, cylindri-
cal, or spherical wave expansion methods for antenna diag-
nostics and NF-FF transformation are very efficient in terms
of the characterization of the AUT and the measured fields
using a reduced number of basis functions. However, they
require canonical (planar, cylindrical, spherical) domains,
while equivalent currents-based techniques are capable of
working with arbitrary geometry domains.

The first and simple approach is the use of Fourier
coefficients, so that the operator (W ) corresponds to the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix. If the equivalent
currents are reconstructed on the aperture plane of the AUT,
the coefficients (F ) are related to the Plane Wave Spectrum
(PWS) of the field of the AUT on the aperture plane. For this
particular case, the FF is obtained directly from the PWS, so
the truncation of the coefficients (F ) to reduce the number of
unknowns will imply a truncation of the valid angular margin
of the FF pattern. More precisely, for an aperture sampling
rate of λ/2 (where λ is the wavelength), the PWS is recovered
between −k to +k (being k the wavenumber, k = 2π/λ) in
both kx and ky axes. The relationship between the spectral
domain and the FF angular margin (in the θ axis) is given
by sin(θ) = kmax/k. Thus, if kmax = ±k, sin(θ) = ±1,
and thus, the corresponding FF angular margin is the entire
visible margin of the PWS, θ ∈ [-90◦ +90◦] [40].

To overcome this issue, basis functions that do not limit
the FF resolution when truncating the number of coefficients
should be considered. In this sense, Discrete Wavelet Trans-
form (DWT) provides both spatial and spectral resolution,
thus being a suitable choice for the targeted problem.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT SETUP
This section is devoted to analyze the performance of
the phaseless SRM when conducting the expansion of the
equivalent currents using Fourier coefficients and wavelets.
For this purpose, NF measurements conducted at a spherical
range in anechoic chamber are considered. The AUT is an
offset reflector antenna fed with a helix antenna. Measure-
ments were conducted at two different distances, R1 = 3.20
m and R2 = 5.20 m. Given the working frequency, 4.65
GHz, and the size of the reflector antenna, D ≈ 70 cm, these
distances are within the NF region of the reflector antenna
(RFF = 2D2/λ = 11.2 m). The hemi-spherical surfaces
were sampled according to ∆θ = 3◦, ∆ϕ = 6◦, with θ =
[-60◦, 60◦]. This results in 1023 measurements per hemi-
spherical surface.
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NF circular components were composed from the acqui-
sition of linear Eθ and Eϕ components. For the sake of
simplicity, the analysis of the performance of the phaseless
SRM is conducted considering just the circular copolar
component (right handed component for this antenna, Erhc).

If expressed in terms of the field components, the CNL
and CL cost functions become (1) and (2), respectively:

CNL =

∥∥∥∥( |E1|
|E2|

)2

−
∣∣∣∣(Z1;Fx Z1;Fy

Z2;Fx Z2;Fy

)(
Fx

Fy

)∣∣∣∣2
∥∥∥∥2
2

, (1)

CL =

∥∥∥∥(Ecomb
1

Ecomb
2

)
−

(
Z1;Mx

Z1;My

Z2;Mx
Z2;My

)(
Mx

My

)∥∥∥∥2
2

, (2)

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the L2 norm. |E1|, |E2| are the
measured components of the NF amplitude at two different
surfaces (in this case, the right handed circular polariza-
tion, Erhc); Fx, Fy denotes an equivalent magnetic current
distribution expanded considering a given basis (with the
subindexes x and y referring to the x and y components of
the magnetic currents); and the submatrixes Zi;Ft

(i = {1, 2}
and t = {x, y}) relate Ft with its corresponding NF compo-
nent at the i−th surface. Ecomb

1 and Ecomb
2 are the estimated

complex NF (using the estimated phase and the measured
amplitude) at the two acquisition surfaces; Mx, My are the
x and y components of the equivalent magnetic currents
distribution characterizing the antenna; and the submatrixes
Zi;Mt

(i = {1, 2} and t = {x, y}) relate Mt with its
corresponding NF component at the i−th surface.

A picture of the reflector antenna being measured at the
spherical range in anechoic chamber of the University of
Oviedo is depicted in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the right
handed component at the distances of R1 = 3.20 m and R2

= 5.20 m is plotted in Fig. 3.

B. ANTENNA DIAGNOSTICS AND NF-FF
TRANSFORMATION RESULTS
From the amplitude of the NF measured at the two hemi-
spherical acquisition surfaces, the cost function CNL is min-
imized to retrieve the coefficients (F ) and, from these, esti-
mate the phase corresponding to the measured NF amplitude.
Fourier and wavelet coefficients (more precisely, Daubechies
orthogonal wavelets of level 4 (db4) [41]), were considered
in this example.

The offset reflector is a directive antenna, so it can be
characterized by defining an equivalent magnetic currents
distribution on its aperture. For this antenna, the truncated
aperture plane had a size of x = 110 cm × y = 110 cm,
discretized every 0.55λ in both directions. This results in
2046 unknowns, since the circular polarization is expressed
as the combination of two linear components. It should be
clarified that the basis functions in the spatial domain for
SRM are pulses (of 0.55λ× 0.55λ), and the coefficients of
the Fourier and wavelet transforms are defined for this set of
spatial basis functions. According to [42], FF pattern aliasing

Anechoic chamber measurements:
F=4.65 GHz

R1 = 3.2 m
R2 = 5.2 m
th=[-48 : 3 : 48]
ph = [0:6:180] 
NEth = NEph = 1023 x 2 planes

No. of Meq: 32 x 32 = 1024

FF angular margin of validity, between -48º and +48º

Probe antenna

Reflector antenna

FIGURE 2. Picture of the offset reflector antenna being measured at the
spherical range in anechoic chamber of the University of Oviedo.

caused by the choice of basis functions slightly larger than
half a wavelength is negligible for directive antennas.

The analysis of the convergence of the minimization of
the cost function CNL is plotted in Fig. 4. For comparison
purposes, 100 iterations are represented, and the metric is
defined as |||E1,2| − |(Z1,2;F )(F )|||22/||E1,2||22. When the
coefficients (F ) are defined in the spatial domain (red line
in Fig. 4), the method stagnates after 60 iterations.

Once the phase of the NF is recovered, the SRM is applied
to reconstruct again the equivalent currents on the aperture
plane of the AUT, but this time using the complex NF
constructed from the measured amplitude and the recovered
phase. The amplitude of these currents (which, in turn, are
the electric field on the aperture plane) is plotted in the left
column of Fig. 5. In particular, Fig. 5 (b) corresponds to the
results when the coefficients (F ) are defined in the spatial
domain (that is, the aperture plane of the AUT). For reference
purposes, the equivalent magnetic currents reconstructed
from complex NF measurements at the anechoic chamber
are shown in Fig. 5 (a).

Next, Fourier and wavelet coefficients are introduced. In
the case of wavelet coefficients, the truncation threshold
corresponds to the percentage of the coefficients with highest
amplitudes. Truncation of Fourier coefficients is conducted
on the kx, ky domain by defining a rectangular region that
also contains the highest amplitude coefficients. In the exam-
ples presented in this contribution, the percentage of Fourier
or wavelet coefficients denotes the number of coefficients
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radio1=3.2;

radio2=5.2;

FIGURE 3. Amplitude of the right handed circular component measured
at the NF distances of (a) R1 = 3.20 m and (b) R2 = 5.20 m.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of the convergence of the different cases listed in
Table 2. Error = |||E1,2| − |(Z1,2;F )(F )|||22/||E1,2||22.

TABLE 2. Analysis of the convergence and computational cost of the

phaseless SRM. Phaseless measurements at a spherical range in anechoic

chamber.

Method Number of un-
knowns (M )

Condition number of
(Z1,2;F ) matrix

Calculation
time for 100
iterations

Spatial domain
(equivalent
currents)

2046 5.2807·1021 999 s

Fourier, 25 %
coefficients

512 1.2808·105 19 s

Fourier, 50 %
coefficients

1023 2.7848·107 179 s

Fourier, 100 %
coefficients

2046 9.0838·1016 929 s

Wavelets, 25 %
coefficients

512 7.4656·104 16 s

Wavelets, 50 %
coefficients

1023 1.7933·106 168 s

Wavelets, 100
% coefficients

2046 6.0312·1021 937 s

Number of equations (measurements) (N ) is 2046 for all the cases.

kept with respect to the overall number of coefficients. In
particular, results when keeping 25 %, 50 %, and 100 % of
the coefficients, will be considered.

From the explanation given in the previous paragraph, it
can be inferred that truncation of the coefficients requires
solving first the problem with all the unknowns. To overcome
this issue, the problem is solved first for an initial guess using
pulse basis functions. The corresponding Fourier and wavelet
coefficients are calculated from that initial solution and, after
sorting the coefficients by amplitude, those beyond a given
percentage or a given threshold are discarded. The corre-
sponding transform matrix is built only for those coefficients.
This initial guess can be set based on a-priori information
of the AUT (e.g., it might consist of a uniform distribution
of equivalent magnetic currents fitting the aperture of the
AUT).

For each analyzed configuration involving equivalent cur-
rents, Fourier coefficients, and wavelet coefficients, the
number of unknowns is given in Table 2, together with
the calculation time required for 100 iterations of the cost
function minimization algorithm (coded in MatlabTM, and
run on a conventional laptop with 16 GB RAM and 6-core
Intel Core i7 processor).

From the analysis of the error depicted in Fig. 4, it is
concluded that reducing the number of coefficients and,
consequently, the number of unknowns, improves the con-
vergence of the phase retrieval algorithm. This is especially
noticeable for Fourier coefficients (blue lines in Fig. 4).
Wavelet coefficients (green lines in Fig. 4) provide the best
convergence and the lowest error. The 2-norm condition
number of the (Z1,2;F ) matrix is shown in the third column
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of Table 2, proving that the reduction of the unknowns, and
thus the reduction of the size of the matrix, improves the
conditioning of the matrix.

Reconstructed equivalent currents using Fourier and
wavelet coefficients are represented in Fig. 5 (c)-(e) (left
column), and in Fig. 6 (left column), respectively. The use of
wavelet coefficients results in an equivalent currents distribu-
tion closer to the ones obtained from complex measurements
(Fig. 5 (a)) than those recovered with Fourier coefficients.

From the reconstructed equivalent currents on the aperture
plane, the FF of the reflector antenna is computed. The
accuracy of the recovery of the FF from NF measurements is
one key performance indicator when assessing NF antenna
measurement systems. The 2D u-v representation of the FF
is provided in the right columns of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, and
the cuts of the FF pattern are plotted in Fig. 7. From the
comparison of Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b), it is concluded
that the number of Fourier and wavelet coefficients has
little impact in the results. Only when wavelet coefficients
were used, the FF pattern closely matches the reference
one obtained from complex NF measurements. In particular,
the closest agreement was achieved when 25 % of wavelet
coefficients were kept (Fig. 7 (b) and (c)). Also, the result is
less sensitive to the variation in the number of coefficients.

For a better comparison, the Equivalent Stray Signal (ESS)
between the reference pattern and those ones depicted in Fig.
7 (c) has been calculated and plotted in Fig. 8. The definition
of the ESS is provided in (3) [43],

ESS(dB) = Eest(dB) + 20 log10

(
1−10−∆/20

2

)
,

∆ = Eest(dB)− Eref(dB),
(3)

where Eref(dB) is the reference pattern and Eest(dB) is the
pattern to be compared with the reference one.

The maximum ESS using 25 % of wavelet coefficients
(Fig. 8, green dotted line) is almost 10 dB lower than the
ESS associated with Fourier coefficients (Fig. 8, blue dashed
line) or the equivalent currents defined in the spatial domain
(Fig. 8, red dashed line).

A parametric analysis of the ESS as a function of the
number of Fourier and wavelet coefficients has been con-
ducted, whose results are shown in Fig. 9. It can be noticed
that the use of wavelet coefficients results in a lower ESS
than in the case of Fourier coefficients, with the optimum
number of coefficients between 15 % and 35 %. In the case
of Fourier coefficients, lower values of ESS are obtained for
percentages between 45 % and 70 %.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis
carried out in this section are:

i) The use of wavelet coefficients allows recovering the FF
pattern using 75 % fewer unknowns than those required if
defining the equivalent currents in the spatial domain. This
result is supported by the analysis of the convergence of
the minimization of the nonlinear cost function CNL and the
condition number of the matrix (Z1,2;F ).

(a.1)

(b.1)

(c.1)

(d.1)

(c.2)

(b.2)

(a.2)

(e.1) (e.2)

Equivalent currents

Normalized amplitude (dB)
Far field pattern

Normalized amplitude (dB)

(d.2)

FIGURE 5. Reconstructed equivalent currents, right handed circular
component (left column) and the corresponding radiation pattern (right
column) of the offset reflector antenna. (a) From amplitude and phase
measurements. (b) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM.
(c) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM, 25 % of Fourier
coefficients. (d) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM, 50
% of Fourier coefficients. (e) From amplitude-only measurements,
phaseless SRM, 100 % of Fourier coefficients. The white dashed line
denotes the ϕ = 90◦ cut of the pattern.
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(a.1) (a.2)

(b.1) (b.2)

(c.1)

Equivalent currents

Normalized amplitude (dB)
Far field pattern

Normalized amplitude (dB)

(c.2)

FIGURE 6. Reconstructed equivalent currents, right handed circular
component (left column) and the corresponding radiation pattern (right
column) of the offset reflector antenna. (a) From amplitude-only
measurements, phaseless SRM, 25 % of wavelet coefficients. (b) From
amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM, 50 % of wavelet
coefficients. (c) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM, 100
% of wavelet coefficients. The white dashed line denotes the ϕ = 90◦ cut
of the pattern.

ii) Fourier coefficients truncated to 25 % show a sim-
ilar convergence of the nonlinear cost function CNL than
wavelets, but the FF pattern is not accurately predicted with
the former coefficients. The explanation is that, as pointed
out in Section B, these Fourier coefficients are related to
the PWS of the aperture field and, hence, to the FF pattern.
That means that truncating the Fourier coefficients implies
truncating the valid angular margin of the FF pattern. This
can be better observed in Fig. 5 (c.2), which corresponds
to the FF considering 25 % of the Fourier coefficients. The
valid angular margin of the FF pattern is recovered in just
part of the u-v domain (i.e. those angular values associated
with non-zero Fourier coefficients). As a result, the choice
of the number of Fourier coefficients involves a trade-off
between the reduction of the number of unknowns and the

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 7. Comparison of the radiation patterns (ϕ = 90◦ cut) calculated
from the reconstructed equivalent currents depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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FIGURE 8. Equivalent Stray Signal (ESS) between the reference radiation
pattern (black line) and the ones depicted in Fig. 7 (c).
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FIGURE 9. Maximum value of the ESS as a function of the number of
Fourier and wavelet coefficients. ESS when equivalent magnetic currents
are considered is depicted for comparison purposes.

extension of the valid angular margin of the FF pattern which
in turn affects the convergence and, as observed in Fig. 9,
the error (ESS).

Finally, the calculation time associated with the phaseless
SRM for this example is shown in the fourth column of
Table 2. For every LMA iteration, the inversion of a square
matrix of size M × M is required. Thus, the calculation
time of the LMA is greatly affected by the number of
unknowns (M ) rather than the number of equations (N ).
This can be observed when comparing the calculation time
for the different number of coefficients considered. The use
of other iterative phase retrieval methods, e.g. Reweighted
Amplitude Flow [44], exhibits similar behavior in terms of
computational complexity.

IV. UAV-BASED MEASUREMENTS
In this section, the phaseless SRM using basis functions
to expand the equivalent currents is tested with amplitude-

Probe #1

Probe #2

76 cm

300 cm76 cm

240 cm

350 cm

AUT

UAV

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 10. (a) Picture of the UAV-based antenna measurement setup,
indicating the size of the acquisition surfaces and the distance to the AUT
(offset reflector antenna). (b) Picture of the two-probe UAV-based antenna
measurement system [25].

only measurements collected using a UAV-based antenna
measurement system. One of the main features and novelties
of the system is the capability to acquire the amplitude of
the radiated field simultaneously at the two measurement
surfaces [25], thus minimizing uncertainties and positioning
errors compared to those systems where two independent
flights are needed to acquire the tangential electric field on
each surface.

To achieve this, the radiofrequency detector onboard the
UAV has two input channels that are connected to two
dipole-like probe antennas placed as separated as possible
(76 cm in this prototype), as depicted in Fig. 10. This
configuration enables simultaneous measurements of the
electric field radiated by the AUT in two identical surfaces
but 76 cm separated each other. A detailed description of
the implemented dual-probe antenna measurement system
prototype can be found in [12].

The same 70 cm diameter offset reflector antenna as in
Section III was considered, working at the same frequency of
4.65 GHz. This is a directive antenna, so a planar acquisition
domain was considered as a trade-off between measurement
setup complexity and truncation of the valid angular margin
of the FF pattern [45]. The choice of the size of the
NF measurement planes and the distance to the AUT was
discussed in [12], together with the results of a parametric
study of the phaseless SRM convergence as a function of
this distance between the AUT and the measurement planes.
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Normalized amplitude (dB)

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 11. Representation of the NF amplitude of the electric field (|Ex|
component) acquired using the two-probe UAV-based antenna
measurement system. (a) Plane 1 (placed 3 m away from the AUT). (b)
Plane 2 (placed 3.76 m away).

The amplitude of the measured NF at the geo-referred
acquisition points is plotted in Fig. 11. The approximate size
of the acquisition planes is 3.5 m width × 2.4 m height.
6607 NF samples were acquired on each plane (∼ 97 ×
68), resulting in a sampling rate of ∼ λ/2. Given the sizes
of the measurement planes, their distance to the AUT, and
the AUT size, the valid angular margin of the FF pattern is
calculated as indicated in Section 5.3.1.6 of [45], resulting
in a margin of ± 15◦ in the vertical plane. The acquisition
planes are approximately centered at the position of the
maximum of the radiated field (Fig.11), so the main lobe
is located approximately at the center of the ± 15◦ angular
margin.

As observed in Fig. 10 (b), the dipole-like probe antennas
have horizontal polarization (x axis given the axis definition).
Although the full characterization of the NF radiated by
the AUT would require measuring both linear or circular
components, in this example only the Ex component of the

TABLE 3. Analysis of the convergence and computational cost of the

phaseless SRM when acquiring Ex. Anechoic chamber and UAV-based NF

measurements.

Method Number of
unknowns
(M )

Condition number
of (Z1,2;F ) ma-
trix

Calculation
time for 100
iterations

Anechoic chamber
meas., spatial domain
(equivalent currents)

1023 3.2978·1014 136 s

Anechoic chamber
meas., wavelets, 25
% coefficients

256 9.97·102 8 s

UAV, spatial domain
(equivalent currents)

1024 1.6326·1014 160 s

UAV meas., wavelets,
25 % coefficients

256 5.8022·106 11 s

UAV meas., wavelets,
50 % coefficients

512 3.1562·1013 28 s

UAV meas., wavelets,
100 % coefficients

1024 1.62917·1014 165 s

Anechoic chamber: number of measurements (N ) is 2046.
UAV-based acquisition: number of measurements (N ) is 13124.

field radiated by the reflector antenna will be considered
for validation purposes. Consequently, the CNL and CL cost
functions become (4,5):

CNL =

∥∥∥∥( |Ex1|
|Ex2|

)2

−
∣∣∣∣( Z1;Fy

Z2;Fy

)(
Fy

)∣∣∣∣2
∥∥∥∥2
2

, (4)

CL =

∥∥∥∥( Ecomb
x1

Ecomb
x2

)
−
(

Z1;My

Z2;My

)(
My

)∥∥∥∥2
2

. (5)

The geo-referred NF measurements are first used to re-
cover the phase of the NF, then the equivalent magnetic cur-
rents on the AUT aperture plane, and finally, the FF pattern.
For comparison purposes, the measurements of Section III,
conducted at a spherical range in anechoic chamber, were
processed again but considering just the Ex component of
the measured NF (that is, the NF-FF transformation will
be conducted using just the Ex component). The truncated
aperture plane of the AUT has a size of x = 100 cm × y
= 100 cm, and it is discretized every λ/2 (i.e. 1024 mesh
elements). The use of planar domains allows decoupling the
integral equations relating fields and equivalent currents [46],
thus enabling recovering My from Ex.

A summary of the problem size, condition number of the
problem, and calculation time is compiled in Table 3. As in
the example of Section III, the use of wavelet basis functions
improves the conditioning thanks to the lower number of
unknowns.

The convergence of the minimization of the cost function
CNL is also compared in Fig. 12. First, it can be observed
that anechoic chamber measurements of the Ex component
exhibit better convergence than UAV-based measurements.
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FIGURE 12. Convergence of the different cases listed in Table 3.

This is due to the higher degree of accuracy in terms of
dynamic range, noise, and positioning of the former. When
comparing those results corresponding to coefficients F
defined in the spatial domain and using wavelets, the latter
shows faster convergence (again, this improvement is more
noticeable for anechoic chamber measurements).

The reconstructed equivalent currents (My component) on
the reflector aperture plane and the corresponding FF pattern
are depicted in Fig. 13. In the case of anechoic chamber mea-
surements, the best agreement between amplitude and phase
results (Fig. 13 (a)) and amplitude-only ones is achieved for
the case of 25 % of wavelet coefficients (Fig. 13 (c)). This
result is supported by the FF pattern comparison plotted in
Fig. 14 (a), where the difference between the FF pattern
from amplitude and phase measurements (black line) and
the FF pattern obtained from 25 % of wavelet coefficients
(blue dashed line) is less than 1 dB within the ± 15◦ FF
valid angular margin.

The FF pattern recovered from amplitude-only measure-
ments collected with the UAV-based antenna measurement
system is depicted in Fig. 13 (d.2) and in Fig. 14 (b).
Despite the inherent uncertainties of the UAV system and
the truncated planar acquisition domain, it is observed that,
again, the best results are achieved when considering 25 % of
wavelet coefficients (dashed green line). It should be noted
that results for other percentages of wavelet coefficients
were also analyzed, finding that the aperture fields and the
corresponding FF pattern were not accurately retrieved when
less than 20 % wavelet coefficients were considered. Thus,
for this example, the optimum number of wavelet coefficients
is around 20 % - 30 %.

V. CONCLUSION
This manuscript has presented a method to improve the
performance of a phaseless SRM concerning its application

Equivalent currents

Normalized amplitude (dB)

Far field pattern

Normalized amplitude (dB)

(a.1)

(b.1)

(c.1)

(d.1)

(a.2)

(b.2)

(c.2)

(d.2)

FIGURE 13. Reconstructed equivalent currents, My component (left
column) and the associated radiation pattern (right column). (a-c)
Measurement of the Ex component of the offset reflector antenna at a
spherical range in anechoic chamber. (a) From amplitude and phase NF
measurements. (b) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM.
(c) From amplitude-only measurements, phaseless SRM, 25 % of wavelet
coefficients. (d) Measurement of the Ex component of the offset reflector
antenna using the UAV-based two-probe antenna measurement system,
phaseless SRM, 25 % of wavelet coefficients. The dashed black ellipse
represents the size of the offset reflector antenna, and the white dashed
line denotes the ϕ = 90 ◦ cut of the pattern.
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(b)

(a)

FIGURE 14. Comparison of the radiation patterns (ϕ = 90◦ cut) calculated
from the equivalent currents. (a) Reconstructed from anechoic chamber
measurements. (b) Reconstructed from amplitude-only UAV-based
measurements.

to amplitude-only UAV-based antenna measurement systems.
Different kinds of basis functions to expand the equivalent
currents from a spatial domain to a meshless one were
tested, aiming at reducing the number of unknowns needed
to characterize these equivalent currents. Fourier coefficients
were tested, finding that they are not a suitable option
as their truncation also affects the extension of the FF
angular margin. To overcome this issue, wavelet coefficients
were assessed, finding that they effectively improve the
convergence of the phaseless SRM, while having little or
no impact on the FF angular margin. Results presented in
this contribution prove that the reduction in the number
of unknowns needed to characterize the AUT successfully
improves the accuracy of the phaseless SRM. More precisely,
it was found that around 25 % of wavelet coefficients (which,

in turn, corresponds also to 25 % of the equivalent currents
defined in the spatial domain) are sufficient to accurately
characterize the reflector antenna considered in the examples.
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